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A digital content vending machine, DCVM (10), in which a client ([2) on a personal computer. PC (14). contains an infrastructure

(16) and an inventory (l3). The infrastructure (16) and inventory (18) may both be stored in a hard drive (20), or the inventory (18) may
instead be stored on a removable media (24). such as a CD (16). DVD (28), or tape (30). The infrastructure (16) presents a graphical user
interface on the client (12) which metaphorically resembles a village (46] containing a plurality of stores (44) operated by vendors (42).
Customers (40) shop in the stores (44) by selecting assets (22). constituting the inventory (18). and sending money (52) and an identifier
(54) to a clearing house (50) via a communications system such as telephone (l 13), private network (120). or the Internet (122). The
clearing house (50) returns a key (53) used to at least partially remove a digital wrapper (60) protecting the asset (22) from unauthorized
use. A master server (48) may also be provided to update the infrastructure (16) and inventory (l8). and to provide additional keys (58)
used to remove the digital wrappers (60).
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DIGITAL CONTENT VENDING, DELIVERY, AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

This application claims benefit ofUS. provisional application serial number

60!058,623, filed September 11, 1997.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates generally to the marketing functions of vending and

delivery of digital content and services related thereto, and more particularly to interactive

computer network systems for such marketing.

BACKGROUND ART

Today we are seeing a merging of many products and services into digital formats.

Some typical examples of such digital products are computer software; audio content, like

music or audio-books; and audio-visual content, like videos and movies. For present

purposes, the salient feature of such digital products is that they can often be treated as mere

bags-of-bits (BOB’s), with the underlying nature of the products ignored during most

handling after creation and before use.

Somewhat less widely appreciated is that many services are now also digital to a

considerable extent. For example, computer users today let applets run tests and communicate

the results to providers for obtaining installation, upgrade, and problem diagnosis of

operating system and applications software; computer game players send each other hints via

e-mail; and Internet “telephone" and “radio” are emerging as replacements for specialized

telephone and broadcast systems. Thus, often to a considerable extent services today can be

reduced to digital communications, and can then also be treated as BOB’s, in a somewhat

more dynamic sense.

For more stable forms of such digital content, such as the products noted above, it has

long been appreciated that the particular storage media used has become largely irrelevant.

Tape, disk, and drum media are all common, as are physical, magnetic, and optical means of

impressing digital content into them. Similarly, for digital services the channels of

communication used have similarly become largely irrelevant. Electrical current through

wires, light through fibers, and radiation through space are all common, and substantially

interchangeable communications channels.

Of relatively recent advent are communications networks, particularly including
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public networks like the Internet. Although access to such networks is still far from universal,

such networks are increasing the trend towards the irrelevance of the underlying media used

to store digital products and the medium used to communicate digital services. Accordingly,

in the following discussion the collective term “digital content” is used.

Because networks are overwhelmingly computerized, and thus those most familiar

already with computers can be expected to most easily appreciate and readily adopt network

storage and delivery of digital content, examples in the context of personal computers will be

primarily used (personal computer: "PC"; used here in the broad sense, because even most

computers in business today are actually termed PC's). It should, however, at all times also

be appreciated that the principles being discussed are valid for and extendable to other

contexts.

Tuming now to an example of how the potential of digital content is not adequately

being employed, new PC’S today are usually purchased with some specific task in mind, such

as word-processing. However, often the customer also wants to try out new PC hardware and

software capabilities, much like the child in us all likes to immediately play with a new toy.

Further, when a consumer purchases a new PC he or she usually also wants to employ it for

such intended and experimental tasks almost immediately. It thus is not surprising that studies

show that new PC owners are twice as likely to purchase Software, as compared to ones who

have owned their computers for longer than three months.

Various vehicles for delivery of software for new PC's exist. For example, it can be

obtained at the same time as a new PC, or by returning to the store for later purchase. Further,

obtaining the software at the same time as the PC can be achieved as a collateral purchase, or

it can be obtained as "bundled" software coming with the PC. Unfortunately, there are a

number ofproblems with these methods of delivery.

The collateral purchase of software usually occurs only when the consumer knows

exactly what he or she wants, or when the price is within the consumer's impulse purchase

price range (i.e., relatively low in price). There are various reasons for this, but some typical

ones include the divide and conquer approach to getting a complex system working

(including even so-called tum—key PC’s today), and the palatability of separating hardware

and software costs (which are substantial, particularly together).

In theory, the bundled approach to software delivery seems quite desirable. The

consumer gets pre-installed working software, and economy of scale keeps the price for this

low. Unfortunately, theory and reality do not mesh well here, and the desire of PC
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manufacturers today is to reduce the amount of bundled software. In surveys the reasons cited

for this include cost (approx. $20 per system; which is substantial in the low margin

competitive field of hardware sales), lack of quality in the software offerings (so-called

"shovelware"), and general customer dissatisfaction. In fact, one top-ten PC manufacturer has

found that over 20% of its customer survey respondents sent their PC’s back because the

bundled software "didn't work."

Thus, later purchase of software (i.e., post initial PC sale) remains the overwhelming

means by which consumers today obtain software for their PC’5, but even this approach has

problems which are legend. Obviously there is the awkwardness of a second purchase, or

purchases, with the attendant issues of what is now current, where it is in stock, and whether

the stores are open. There are also heightened compatibility problems, since the consumer is

now back in the store and the PC is now at home or in the office. And there are customer

service issues. Even if the consumer returns to the very same store where he or she bought the

PC, and perhaps even the very same clerk, he or she is now treated as if the present software

purchase is the total extent of the commercial relationship.

However, as noted above, there are emerging new trends in marketing itself.

Computer software is one of the leading commodities which has become digital content. For

example, less than 2% of all software sales were recorded in electronic distribution channels

in 1996, but that figure is expected to increase rapidly. Studies now show that 1!3 of software

publishers expect 1f2 of their sales volume to be delivered electronically within the next 12—

18 months.

Unfortunately, today electronic distribution of computer software remains merely

another form of "later purchase" of software. It does nothing about, and in some cases even

exacerbates, the existing technical issues of installation, configuration, and compatibility.

And it introduces a plethora of new commercial issues, such as consumer trust in the

mechanisms used for transactions, protections for the intellectual property in manufacturer's

software products, and legal mechanisms to address breakdowns in these. I

Accordingly, from the above it follows that what is today needed is a new mechanism

for the marketing ofcomputer software and services. And, by implication, as additional forms

ofdigital content become common as well, such new marketing mechanisms should be

extendable to them as well.
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